**Paper Folding Machines**

**LEDAH 10740**

- Automatic paper folding machine
- Heavy Duty A4
- Two speeds 155 sheets per minute & 120 sheets per minute
- Creates all standard fold types with customised option
- Folds 3 sheet stapled via manual entry
- Dimensions: 480w x 255h x 380d mm
- Weight: 11kg

**PLUS F-500**

- 80 sheet capacity A4 80 gsm
- Folds up to 70 sheets per minute
- Automatic paper folding machine
- Heavy Duty A4
- Two speeds 155 sheets per minute & 120 sheets per minute
- Creates all standard fold types with customised option
- Folds 3 sheet stapled via manual entry
- Dimensions: 480w x 255h x 380d mm
- Weight: 11kg

**LEDAH DT-850**

- Folding speed 10,000 sheets per hour
- Manually folds up to 5 sheets stapled together
- Sets standard & non standard folds in seconds
- Adjusts for non standard paper lengths & non standard folds
- All metal construction
- Silent self-lubricating bearings
- New wider feed rollers for accurate paper folding
- Simple adjustment for different paper thickness
- Folds A5 - A3 Paper sizes
- Paper folds all major folds including Z, C & 1/2 sheet folds
- Paper thickness - folds 70 gsm to 200 gsm
- Dimensions: 370w x 300h x 500d mm
- Weight: 23kg

**Uchida VS15**

- Highly accurate & safe
- Designed for simplicity & ease
- Drilling position is automatically determined with a slider table
- Margin can be adjusted from 6 to 35mm
- Paper clamp automatically secures paper in place
- Easily drills through a 30mm pile of paper

**Uchida VS25**

- Same features as the VS15 plus drill capacity is 50mm pile of paper

**Heavy Duty Paper Punches**

**Rapid HDC150/4**

- Powerful heavy duty punch up to 150 sheets
- Ergonomic soft rubber handle
- Easy to use self centering paper guide
- Durable cutters of hardened speciality steel
- Hole space 80 mm
- Hole diameter 6mm

**Rapid HDC150**

- Powerful heavy duty punch up to 150 sheets
- Ergonomic soft rubber handle
- Easy to use self centering paper guide
- Durable cutters of hardened speciality steel
- Hole space 80 mm
- Hole diameter 6mm

**Electric Paper Drills**

**Uchida VS15**

- Highly accurate & safe
- Designed for simplicity & ease
- Drilling position is automatically determined with a slider table
- Margin can be adjusted from 6 to 35mm
- Paper clamp automatically secures paper in place
- Easily drills through a 30mm pile of paper

**Uchida VS25**

- Same features as the VS15 plus drill capacity is 50mm pile of paper
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**All Prices Subject To 10% GST**
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